To the Class of 2019...Marcus Whitman Graduates...

The following merchants congratulate you on your accomplishments:

Santos Farm Market
200 Rt. 14 A, Penn Yan
585-526-5400

Valley View Family Practice
213 State Rte. 245, Rushville
585-554-4602

Ferco Corporation
38 North Main St., Rushville
315-531-1017

Ferco Corporation
4654 County Rd. 5, Hall, NY
585-536-6902

Friendly Chrysler Dodge Jeep
2499 NY-14 A, Penn Yan
315-531-0565
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Jacob Abel
Franchesca Almassi
Monica Almoin
Charlotta Alam
Hal Auxes
Ricky Ayres
Dach Ayres
Lake Ayres

Bryan Brey
Aarjie Brey
Ang Brey
Hapjin Bradford
Zach Burress
Charles Burress
Nikole Campbell Fax
Huner Chandler

Nico Cacciafour
J.J. Cola
Cory Cola
Nicholas Cominco
Sean Conaway
Hyun Coppe
Greta Crewe
Naulia Crewe

Jamae Desaen
Jonathan Donen
Aaron Dovan
Michael Digan
Nacht Furges
Rebecca Furges
Charles Bragdon Stells
Hayden Gheens

Mihalis Goodenon
Denis Garson
Lydia Green
Ray Hage
Alison Hartford
Eggen Howid
Celia Jenson
Alianna Johnson

Jamee Johnson
Jenna Kinney
Jonathan Leski
Archer LeMay
Memphis Lohrnes
Ryan Loveng
Alex Lynes
Crimson MacDowell

Brandon Richmond
Cassidy Ryan
Brett Miller
Jocelyn Newell
Shawv Michael Newman
Lauren O’Connor
Ben Oswald
Zachary Payne

Jenna Perrin
Coby Remeen
Dominique Robinson
Prestous Rosania
Sierra Rosario
Andrew Rosina
Hayley Rossi
Jennifer Rossed

Colby Rowe
Lucas Sanders
Lydia Sacht
Brandon Scales
Hannah Schauernert
Artic Scion
Opps Smith
Summer Smith

Morgan Smailing
Ryland Snyder
Ridge Stoncel
Liam Stobo
Cassie Stede
Naya Wallis
Alana Warren
Austin Walsley
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